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The WWW and HTTP
The Web’s application-layer protocol.  Relatively simple and 
illustrates many key principles.
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The World Wide Web

• Tim Berners-Lee invented the World Wide 
Web, an internet-based hypermedia initiative 
for global information sharing while at CERN in 
1989.

• He wrote the first web client and server in 
1990. His specifications of URIs, HTTP and 
HTML were refined as Web technology 
spread.
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Hyper-Text Transfer Protocol*

• HTTP is the Web’s 
client/server protocol; uses TCP 
as its underlying transport 
protocol.

• User agent (browser) 
implements the client side of 
HTTP. 

• Web pages generally consist of 
a base HTML file which 
references other objects
(JPEG, GIF, Java applet, audio 
clips).
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HTTP nonpersistent connection

1a. Client initiates a TCP
connection to 
www.someSchool.edu
on port 80.

2. Client sends HTTP
request for  
/someDepartment/home.index
to TCP socket set up in 1.

1b. Server at host 
www.someSchool.edu
accepts connection
and acknowledges.

3. Server receives
message through
socket, finds, 
encapsulates, and
sends  object
in  HTTP response.

suppose user enters URL:
www.someSchool.edu/someDepartment/home.index

time
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Then . . .

5. Client receives response
message.  TCP connection
terminates.  Client 
extracts file, examines 
HTML, and requests other 
objects.

4. Server tells TCP to
close TCP connection
(but TCP waits to hear
from client first).

6. First four steps are
repeated for each
referenced object. 
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Timing of a nonpersistent 
connection*

*HTTP/1.0 can only issue nonpersistent connections. 
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Persistent HTTP

Non-persistent HTTP
• Requires 2 RTTs per 

object
• OS overhead for each 

TCP connection
• Browsers often open 

parallel TCP 
connections to fetch 
referenced objects

Persistent  HTTP
• Server leaves connection 

open after sending 
response

• Subsequent HTTP 
messages  between same 
client/server sent over 
open connection

• Client sends requests as 
soon as it encounters a 
referenced object

• As little as one RTT for all 
the referenced objects
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HTTP request message

GET /somedir/page.html HTTP/1.1
Host: www.someschool.edu 
User-agent: Mozilla/5.0
Connection: close 
Accept-language:fr 

request line
(GET, POST, 

HEAD commands)

header
lines

Carriage return, 
line feed 

indicates end 
of message

*The Host line specifies the host on which the object resides.   Seems kinda
dumb since aren’t we already there?
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HTTP request message: general 
format

request
line

header
lines

body

method sp sp cr lfversionURL

cr lfvalueheader field name

cr lfvalueheader field name

~~ ~~

cr lf

entity body~~ ~~
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HTTP response message

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 
Connection: close
Date: Sat, 07 Jul 2007 12:00:15 GMT 
Server: Apache/1.3.0 (Unix) 
Last-Modified: Sun, 6 May 2007 …... 
Content-Length: 6821 
Content-Type: text/html

data data data data data ... 

status line
(protocol

status code
status phrase)

header
lines

requested
HTML file
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Some HTTP response status 
codes

200 OK
request succeeded, requested object in this message

301 Moved Permanently
requested object moved, new location specified in this message 
(Location)

400 Bad Request
request message not understood by server

404 Not Found
requested document not found on this server

505 HTTP Version Not Supported
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Try it!

Type:
telnet cs.wellesley.edu 80

Type:
GET /~rshull/index.html HTTP/1.1
Host: cs.wellesley.edu

Opens TCP connection to 
port 80

Issues a GET request to 
HTTP server (don’t forget 
to hit carriage return twice 
at the end).
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Maintaining State
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HTTP is stateless

• The HTTP protocol only knows only what it sees in the current 
request.  This simplifies the server design and permitted the 
development of high-performance Web servers.

• Sometimes, however, HTTP’s lack of memory can be a big 
disadvantage.

• We need ...
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Cookies: keeping “state”

client server

usual http response msg

usual http response msg

cookie file

one week later:

usual http request msg
cookie: 1678 cookie-

specific
action

access

ebay 8734 usual http request msg Amazon server
creates ID

1678 for user create
entry

usual http response 
set-cookie: 1678ebay 8734

amazon 1678

usual http request msg
cookie: 1678 cookie-

specific
action

access
ebay 8734
amazon 1678

backend
database
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Cookies and privacy
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The World Wide Wait

• Low-speed links result in large bottleneck link delays (large L/R).
• Congested links cause long queuing delays and dropped packets.
• The referenced web server is overworked and underpaid.
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Web caching

• Web caches (proxy server)*
attempt to satisfy HTTP 
requests on behalf of the 
origin servers.

• The content provider is not 
involved; content is 
replicated on demand.

*Similar to your browser caching recently viewed materials.
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http://www.someschool.edu/cam
pus.gif

1. Browser establishes TCP 
connection to Web cache & 
sends request.

2. If web cache has a copy, it 
sends it.

3. If web cache does not have a 
copy, it opens a TCP 
connection to 
www.someschool.edu to get 
one.

4. Web cache receives object, 
stores a copy and forwards a 
copy to client.
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LAN no problem

• Average size of requested objects 
is 100,000 bits.

• Average request rate to origin 
servers is 15 requests per second. 

• Average Internet delay is 2 
seconds. 

• Total delay
dtotal = dLAN + daccess + dInternet

Traffic intensity (La/R)
on the LAN equals

15 req/sec*100 kbits/req 
10 Mbits/sec

= 0.15
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Bottleneck

• Average size of requested objects 
is 100,000 bits.

• Average request rate to origin 
servers is 15 requests per second. 

• Average Internet delay is 2 
seconds. 

• Total delay
dtotal = 

dLAN + daccess + dInternet

Traffic intensity (La/R)
on access link

15 req/sec*100 kbits/req
1.5 Mbits/sec

= 1.0
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A solution

• Traffic intensity on the   1.5 Mbps 
institution to Internet access link 
results in unacceptably large 
delays.

• One possible solution is to 
upgrade to 10 Mbps access link.

• Does this help?
dtotal = dLAN + daccess + dInternet

10 Mbps access link
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An alternative solution

• Web cache hit rates range from 
0.2 to 0.7.  Suppose a study 
suggests a hit rate of 0.4 for 
this institution.

• Thus, 40% of the time requests 
are satisfied within 10 msecs

• The remaining 60% of the 
request still go over the 1.5 
Mbps access link.

• At traffic intensity 0.6, delays 
drop to the millisecond range 
and Internet access ~ 2.01 
secs.

Traffic intensity (La/R)
on access link

0.6*15 req/sec*100 kbits/req 
1.5 Mbits/sec

= 0.6
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The conditional GET

• Although caching can reduce 
user-perceived response time, 
there is a potential snag.

• The object housed in the Web 
server may have been modified 
since the copy was cached.

• HTTP provides a mechanism 
that allows a cache to verify its 
objects are up to date.
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Conditional GET in action

GET /fruit/kiwi.gif HTTP/1.1
Host: www.exotiquecuisine.com

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Date: Sat, 7 Jul 2007 15:39:29
Server: Apache/1.3.0 (Unix)
Last-Modified: Wed, 4 Jul 2007 09:23:24 
Context-Type: image/gif
(data data data ...)

ServerBrowser Web Cache

Brower requests
page from  
web cache

GET /fruit/kiwi.gif HTTP/1.1
Host: www.exotiquecuisine.com

Cache forwards 
request to 

server

Server returns
page to cache
which stores 

copy and forwards
to client
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Three weeks later

GET /fruit/kiwi.gif HTTP/1.1
Host: www.exotiquecuisine.com

ServerBrowser Web Cache

Brower requests
same page from  

web cache

GET /fruit/kiwi.gif HTTP/1.1
Host: www.exotiquecuisine.com
If-modified-since: Wed, 4 Jul 2007 09:23:24

Cache checks for
update by issuing a 

conditional GET HTTP/1.1 304 Not Modified
Date: Sat, 28 Jul 2007 15:39:29
Server: Apache/1.3.0 (Unix)
(empty entity body)

If not modified
Web server sends

a response to
cache
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